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NEXT MEETING:

June 2022
Meetings in 2022: put them in your diary

21st of July Student Night with AIG
August: 14th- Launceston Joint Meeting with the
RST N Branch, Dr. Peter McGoldrick
‘Tasmania’s oldest fossil’
December 2nd Tasmanian Geoscience Forum,
Lakeside Lodge, Tullah

Thursday 23rd
June
6:00 PM
AGM
followed by

Claire Kain
Tsunamis in Tasmania:
Methods for understanding
tsunami hazard and
observations from the January
2022 Hunga Tonga-Hunga
Ha’apai Tsunami
Geology Lecture Theatre,
University of Tasmania
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NEXT MEETING:
Claire Kain on Tsunamis in
Tasmania: Methods for
understanding tsunami hazard and
observations from the January 2022
Hunga Tonga-Hunga Ha’apai
Tsunami
The east coast of Tasmania is directly exposed to
tsunamis originating from several subduction
zone regions in the South Pacific. Tasmania has
experienced numerous small tsunamis in recorded
history, but no records of large tsunamis exist.
Numerical modelling of maximum-credible
tsunami scenarios suggest that Tasmania’s east
coast could experience waves of up to 7 m in
amplitude, which would cause significant onshore
inundation and damage to properties,
infrastructure and coastal environments.
In comparison, the January 2022 Hunga TongaHunga Ha’apai tsunami had a maximum
amplitude of 0.3-0.5 m around Tasmania, causing
limited inundation of immediate foreshore areas
and occasional minor damages. The tsunami was
larger and arrived earlier than expected, with the
warning time and regional prediction process
complicated by the unusual volcanic source
mechanism.

Simulation of a tsunami entering Scamander River from an
Mw 8.7 earthquake on the Puysegur Trench (Supplied by C.
Kain)

In addition to inundation models and historical
observations, geological studies of tsunami
evidence can add to our understanding of tsunami
hazard by providing information about large,
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prehistoric
events.
Geochemical,
sedimentological and microfossil studies can help
distinguish tsunami deposits from storm surge or
riverine flood deposits, and geophysical methods
can help identify erosional tsunami signatures and
map paleo-flow direction. Sedimentary evidence
of large tsunamis has been studied at Bruny
Island, and further work is scheduled for eastern
locations that show high flow depths in the
modelling studies.

Dr Claire Kain
Claire is a Natural Hazards Geologist in the
Geological Survey Branch of Mineral Resources
Tasmania. She works on understanding the risk
and impacts of geohazards, including landslides,
earthquakes, debris flows, tsunamis and floods.
Much of her work combines techniques from
geomorphology, sedimentology, remote sensing
and GIS, and numerical modelling. Claire is
originally from New Zealand, and has worked
with natural hazards and coastal processes since
2008. She completed her PhD at UNSW, focusing
on the signatures of tsunamis in the landscape,
before taking up her current role in 2016.
Please open the link below to watch this
presentation via livestream

Go to GSA Meeting

Annual General Meeting 23rd June 6-6:15 PM
2021-2022 GSA Tasmania Division Activities
Over the last year the Divisional Committee have
offered a range of opportunities for members to
engage with the society. We have had nine faceto-face meetings with a variety of speakers, field
trips, dinner/awards night, student event and the
Geoscience Forum. Many of these meetings have
been in collaboration with other local societies
including the Royal Society of Tasmania, Royal
Society of Tasmania Northern Branch, AusIMM,
AIG, Society of Economic Geologists, Australian
Society of Exploration Geophysicists. New
technology has enabled us to have speakers
zoomed in from interstate and even overseas and
allowed greater flexibility for meeting attendance
via streaming and recording most. There is no
reason to miss out on local Earth Science content
from the GSA no matter where you live in
Tasmania.
As well as social interactions and networking, we
have expanded our communications. In addition
to the monthly Tasmanian Geologist newsletter
we also are more visible with an online presence
via our website (gsatasmania.org), Facebook and
Instagram. There is more content to explore on the
website from interviews, talk recordings and
virtual field trips around the state.

feel inspired to join, all at the end of the
newsletter.

PREVIOUS MEETINGS
May 15th Joint meeting with RST. Tony
Webster presented ‘Geology, landscape and
European settlement: little things meant a lot.’.
Tony Websters’ exploration of the geological
landscape constraints on the settlement of Hobart
was presented to GSA and Royals Society of
Tasmania members.
Tony discussed the early settlement of the
fledgling colony beside the Hobart Rivulet. The
rivulet was a source of clean water and was
surveyed along its length. Somewhere safe to hold
stores was important and this was Hunter Island,
now underneath Hunter Street, which was only
accessible via a sandspit at low tides. Officers and
officials pitched their tents on the sandstone cliffs
where they could view out to see and oversee the
rest of the colony inland and closer to the rivulet.
This area still houses most of the government
buildings in Hobart. Tony touched on many
things during his talk including areas of
industrialisation around Wapping area when the
lands in this area was reclaimed and free
settlement subdivisions near Cornelian Bay. He
peppered his presentation with many interesting
survey maps and painting and sketches of early
Hobart. He finished his talk with a flood
modelling map that follows the original path of
the rivulets that are now buried by Hobart.
Tony was thanked by RST President Jocelyn
McPhie on behalf of both our organisations.

For a comprehensive overview of the year please
see the Chairman’s Report attached to the end of
the newsletter.
Minutes from 2021 AGM, Agenda for the 2022
AGM and committee nomination forms, if you
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See the flyer at the end of the Newsletter for
details.

Jocelyn McPhie (President RST) thanking Tony Webster for
his presentation. (Photo K. Orth)

If you missed this talk we have a recording of a
similar talk up on our website.

FREE Training in communications
Take advantage of the offer to GSA membersonly to Geologize's critically acclaimed course
Practical Geocommunication for 2022 for free!
Geologize is a global leader in providing training
to geoscientists who wish to communicate more
effectively with their audience.
Geologize teaches geoscientists to bring the
public to a greater understanding and
appreciation of our planet through effective and
powerful communication.
When you complete Practical
Geocommunication, you will receive an
accredited CPD-valid certificate.
“Passion. Education. Sustainability. We believe that if
people understand how the planet works, they will
appreciate and care about it more. Geologize seeks
to create and facilitate the creation of tangible and
emotional connections between the general public
and the world in which they live.” Haydon Mort,
Geologize.

Events | Home (gsatasmania.org)
*scroll down to past meeting

If this is a topic of interest to you, Tony has
authored a book on the geological foundations of
all of Australia’s state capital cities.

Contact the GSA: info@gsa.org.au to get your code
to this GSA-funded initiative (see flyer at the end of
the Newsletter)

Tax time membership renewal
If you are a working geoscientist your
membership or part of it can be tax deductible (see
your accountant for advice). So a good time to
renew your GSA Membership for 2022

Renew your membership here

Any queries about your membership contact Tim
Holland at GSA tim.holland@gsa.org.au or our
local membership officer Rebecca Carey
(Rebecca.Carey@utas.edu.au)
The Foundation of Australia’s Capital Cities by Anthony
Webster) (Photo supplied by A. Webster).
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STUDENTS
Assignments and assessments should almost all
be in and now it is exam time. Best of luck with
your studies!

One of our Tasmanian PhD students is in the
running for the $5000 available for one PhD
student across Australia.
Mt Bischoff Field Work
Honours student Dan Fisher reports on field
work at Mt Bischoff assisting PhD student
Chris Allen.
Mt Bischoff has been operating since the 1880s
and was one of the largest and most profitable tin
mines in the world at its zenith, with production
waning after WW2. The mine is currently in care
and maintenance mode and the present owners,
Bluestone Minerals (operators of Renison Bell),
are seeking to move ahead with complete site
closure and remediation. High levels of acid
drainage and trace metal contamination is an
ongoing problem, with a significant challenge
being that after 150 years of mining there are
scant records of what material was moved and
what risk could be involved with uncovering it.

laid under some pretty steep and unstable looking
rock faces which needed to be treated with the
respect that dodgy looking 2-tonne boulders
deserve. As it turns out that was the easy part; the
survey lines also needed to be laid out between 60
– 100 meters into the scrub on either side of the
steep valley. So there was a lot of old fashioned
bauera bashing, cutting grass can-can and some
interesting language as we tried to manoeuvre the
equipment into position. The bar at the Waratah
hotel made a modest profit from our stay in town.
Electrical geophysics techniques such as
resistivity and electromagnetics are particularly
suited to environmental mine waste surveys as the
can be used to identify subsurface areas of high
conductivity, such as metal rich hydraulic flows
or areas of sulfide concentrations. They may also
be able to define the internal structure and
controls on the geometry of the waste material.

The main pit of the Mt Bischoff workings. A white dyke can
be seen cutting at a 45-degree angle (Photo. D. Fisher)

The fieldwork consisted of localised geophysical
surveys across the several large waste
embankments that are infilling the curiously
named ‘Happy Valley’. The lines needed to be
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Chris walking an IP survey along one of the
embankments. (Photo D. Fisher)

Happy to report that the weather was
accommodating, and we didn’t break anything
(human or machine). Chris’ work will be part of
the comprehensive decommissioning plan and he
is aiming to model mineralogy and geochemistry
of different sections of the waste dump.
P.S. the waste dump is a mineralogist’s dream!

‘Being a student member of the Geological Society of
Australia enriched my experience of studying geology.
Especially important to me were the opportunities to
make connections and learn about the research of other
society members. As a student, it is also invaluable to
have an environment in which you can interact with
geoscientists from all career stages – hearing their
experiences allows you to develop your own career
aspirations. GSA membership also demonstrates that
you have a level of passion and commitment to your
field beyond the compulsory courses in your degree,
helping your resume stand out as you transition to
professional life.’

Olivia Wilson (supplied by O. Wilson)

You
can
become
https://www.gsa.org.au/

a

member

here

Any queries about your membership contact our
membership
officer
Rebecca
Carey
(Rebecca.Carey@utas.edu.au).

Getting up a base station for the magnetics survey at Mt
Bischoff (Photo D. Fisher)

Student Membership Benefits
Olivia Wilson won this scholarship which helped
her with her Honours in 2020. Despite the
lockdowns of that year, she eventually managed
to get into the field to spend her money. Olivia is
now employed by Entura in Hobart. She was an
undergraduate member of the GSA and here is her
testament to how it can be helpful for your future.

Undergraduate Student Members
Special price on the
Geological Evolution of Tasmania!
Become a GSA Member and you can
obtain ‘The Geological Evolution of
Tasmania’ for $75 including GST.
Students Join Here
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Once you are complete your membership please
contact Caroline Mordant for your special price
book. See details below

September date TBA One day online AIG
Workshop ‘The Project Geologists Toolkit’ For
more information contact Jane Capp
jane@omipl.com.au
22-24 November 2022 SGTSG Field meeting
King Island Postponed from February 2022.
Biennial meeting at King Island to discuss the
latest research and developments in tectonics and
structural geology with 3 half day field trips.
Limited to 60 people. For more details:
http://www.sgtsg.org

Geology in the snow
The chilly weather has brought snow to our
peaks. Some images from around the kunanyi/Mt
Wellington and Cradle Mountain:

The flagship publication of the Tasmanian Division of
the GSA, ‘The Geological Evolution of Tasmania’
(Special Publication 24 of the GSA) is available for
ordering. All details are available on a specific part of
the
Utas
CODES
web
site:
http://www.utas.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/5
5313/Flyer_Order.pdf

Image of dolerite poking through the snow at the summit of
kunanyi/Mt Wellington (City of Hobart Webcam)

Copies of the book can be obtained personally from
Caroline Mordant (publications@CODES.utas.edu.au
or phone on +61 3 6226 7537.
Members Price is A$90 + GST + postage where
appropriate. Undergraduate student price is $75.
Postage can be avoided by buying in person from
Caroline Mordant in Earth Sciences (University of
Tasmania). The book is also available at Fullers
Bookshop and at TMAG in Hobart, and in the
Devonport Bookshop, Devonport. Prices at these sites
may vary from GSA prices, and the member price is
not available at these sites either.

Other Meetings

Other CODES Shortcourse dates available at
https://www.utas.edu.au/codes
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Dolerite covered in snow on the lower slopes of the
kunanyi/Mt Wellington ( Photo by S. Armistead).

GSA Tasmania Division Committee
Chair: Dr Karin Orth
Vice Chair: Dr Matthew Ferguson
Secretary: Grace Cumming
Grace.Cumming@stategrowth.tas.gov.au
Treasurer: Dr Andrew McNeill

Where is Cradle Mountain? Not the usual image you see
on the tourist brochures. Snow and cloud over Cradle
Mountain image captured from Dove Lake 2/06/2022
11:37:11 AM

Committee Members:
Sheree Armistead
Rebecca Carey (Membership)
Acacia Clark (Student Rep)
Jacqueline Halpin
Claire Kain (Geotourism)
Peter McGoldrick
Sebastien Meffre
Indrani Mukherjee (IED)
Phil Sansom (Education)

Final Words

Geological Society of Australia website:

From Noel Kemp

www.gsa.org
and our own website

http://www.gsatasmania.org
Any news, announcements or interesting photographs of
Tasmanian Geology you would like to include in the next
Newsletter, please send it through via email to
karin.orth@utas.edu.au prior to the 7th of July 2022

A good way to end 2021-22?
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Website: https://Rowman.com/Lexington
For hardcopy orders to Australia and New Zealand, orders need to be placed through calling or email our
customer service department at orders@rowman.com or by phone at 1-800-462-6420.
For 30% discount on hardcopies: Contact the UK distributor by email and then quote the discount code
LXFANDF30. You can order the eBook from the US web site: www.rowman.com/ebooks
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Tasmanian Geoscience Forum 2022

GSA Tasmania Division, AusIMM and AIG are proud to bring you the

12th Tasmanian Geoscience Forum
WHEN
Thursday 1st of December 2022
9AM – 5 PM
VENUE
Tullah Lakeside Lodge
Cnr Meredith Street &, Farrell Street Tullah TAS 7321

Field Trip options on the Friday 2nd Dec TBA

Registrations are open
Please visit the website below for more information

https://www.ausimm.com/conferences-and-events/community-events-details/12th-annualtasmanian-geoscience-forum-geobash/
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Chairmans Report 2021-2022
The Tasmania Division of the GSA currently has 111 members. The group through its committee have been active in
organising a variety of meetings and events. All the committee and many other GSA members have participated in furthering
the goals of our organisation to foster knowledge of geoscience in our state. We have expanded on traditional meetings with
streaming and recording options to allow members more ways to interact with organised presentations. One of our nine
meetings had a speaker from interstate, and another was presenting from overseas. We have also shored up our
communication capacity. Not only do we have the monthly Tasmanian Geologist emailed to all members but by establishing
our website (gsatasmania.org) we are able to reach people via Facebook and Instagram. The website also captures virtual
tours of Tasmania as well as special presentations and interviews. Although these online platforms expand our horizons, we
have made the most of face-to-face opportunities, applying COVID safe practices. All meetings were face-to-face (even if we
were streaming in the speakers). We enjoyed a Tasman Peninsula Spring field trip, a dinner/awards night and a student
evening. Members also contributed to the one-day Science in the Park at Glenorchy and the Hobart Festival of Bright Ideas.
The year also provided opportunities to network with other learned and professional societies. Joint meetings and events
were held with AIG, ASEG, SEG, RST and RST Northern Branch, AusIMM and student’s UTAS Geology Society. The one-day
Geoscience Forum with AusIMM and AIG in Tullah was at COVID capacity. It was a great success; showcasing geoscience in
Tasmania and will be run again in December 2022.
Executive:
Chairman: Karin Orth
Vice Chairman: Matthew Ferguson
Treasurer: Andrew McNeill
Secretary: Grace Cumming
Newsletter editor (“The Tasmanian Geologist”): Karin Orth
Committee Members:
Sheree Armistead (media)
Peter McGoldrick (continued)
Phil Sansom (continued, Secondary Education specialist on the GSA committee)
Sebastien Meffre (continued)
Rebecca Carey (continued, membership)
Indrani Mukherjee (continued, Inclusion, equity and diversity)
Claire Kain (continued, geotourism)
Jacqueline Halpin (continued)
Acacia Clark (Student Representative, media)
Auxiliary Members:
Clive Calver (Heritage Officer; continued)
Ralph Bottrill (Convenor of the Canberra Rock Garden sub-committee; continued)
Steve Forsyth (Stratigraphic Nomenclature committee Tasmanian rep., continued)
The committee acknowledges the contributions of outgoing treasurer Andrew McNeill who has served on the committee for
15 years in many capacities including Chairman (2017-2020) and Treasurer (2020-2022). We are grateful for the 10 years of
service to the committee provided by Michael Vicary who decided to stand down from the committee last year. Thankyou
also to Indrani Mukherjee for her active committee membership over the last three years, especially in her role as IED. Grace
Cumming is stepping down as Secretary. She has been a powerhouse and great organiser, enabling the success of the local
division in 2021-2022.
Divisional Committee Meetings
Divisional committee meetings were held nearly every month; 10 meeting in all. Meetings were generally one hour duration
with the start time changing from late afternoon to midday to accommodate members with children and moving from face
to face to online platforms to help enable higher attendance.
13/07/2021 University of Tasmania
10/08/2021 University of Tasmania
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14/09/2021 University of Tasmania and Zoom
19/10/2021 Zoom
9/11/2021 Zoom
3/02/2022 Zoom
9/03/2022 Teams
14/04/2022 Teams
12/05/2022 Teams
14/06/2022 Teams
Ordinary Meetings 2021-2022
We were able to host face to face meetings and seven of our 9 presentations were face to face. As well as this we have
embraced the new world open to us with technology, so we had a speaker zoom in from Queensland and even one from
Sweden. Indrani in her role as IED officer managed to draw some interesting presenters for meetings in 2021-22. All meetings
were livestreamed as well as in person providing members more options for attendance. Where possible meetings have been
recorded so that members can catch up on meetings that they are interested in.
Presentations
24th of June. The AGM was followed by Nick Roberts’ presentation ‘Tasmania’s growing record of landslide injuries and
fatalities’. Since there is no inventory for landslide-related deaths and injuries in Tasmania, Nick is compiling one using
historical records ranging from coronial inquests, mines department records and local newspaper articles. Mostly the risk of
landslides to loss of life and property is underappreciated as landslides appear to move slowly but sudden failures are evident
from sophisticated LiDAR. Many deaths from the 1850s onwards related to road and construction work as well as mining and
quarrying in unstable materials, often caused by the workers themselves. Modern techniques of monitoring rock and earth
walls in construction sites and in quarries and mines has reduced these incidents.
22 July mid winter talk was presented jointly by Melinda McHenry and Mark Williams. Melissa spoke about post-mining
landscapes and mining heritage from the viewpoint of the National Geotourism Strategy and Mark Williams displayed the
role of digital tools including drones, GIS, VR, AR and mobile technologies in geoconservation and geotourism, taking the
audience on several 3D tours including kayak tour of Blue Lake and his Wellington Park Digital Geotrail.
12th of September GSA went north to the annual Joint Meeting with the Royal Society of Tasmania, Northern Branch at
Invermay. Sebastien Meffre spoke to the theme ‘East meets West: the geological development of Northern Tasmania’ In his
presentation Sebastien outlined the geological development of Tasmania: its western and eastern terranes. He discussed
each one and then how the different elements came together in the Devonian and how Tasmania has evolved through basin
formation and northward movement since. This meeting was enthusiastically attended by members of both organisations
and many interested members of the public who filled the lecture room.
23rd of September Patrick Nunn zoomed in from Brisbane to present ‘Indigenous Understandings of Geological Phenomena
in the Pacific Islands’. This was an excellent talk to help broaden our understanding of indigenous knowledge bases. Patrick
lived in Fiji for a long time and was party to local stories and legends. The oral traditions showed keen observation woven
into myth and display knowledge of geological processes, especially island formation and volcanism. He also pointed out that
Pacific Islanders have long lived with natural hazards, such as tsunamis, earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. These events
happen only once every few generations but can be devastating. The stories are used as lessons in recognising these events
and include strategies for survival.
18th November Eric Roberts visiting University of Tasmania on sabbatical from James Cook University in Townsville,
presented a talk about his long term interest in a succession in eastern Africa. He has been studying these lacustrine and
fluvial deposits of the Rwuku Rift for over 20 years. He discussed how the continuous sedimentary record from the
Cretaceous to the modern can inform how tectonics and evolution interact. Vertebrate bones including African dinosaurs, a
wide range of crocodilian, fish, snakes, lizards and frogs as well as a variety of mammals including hippos and rodents have
been discovered. He hopes to get back there and try to find Hominid fossil in the younger part of the succession.
2nd of March joint meeting with the SEG commenced with a welcome BBQ followed by a talk by Rod Allen presenting from
Sweden. It was early morning for Rod and afternoon for us. Rod went through the general geology of the early
Paleoproterozoic Bergslagen District in southern Sweden and then the details of many of the rocks around the long-lived
Zinkgruvan Mine. Given the complexities of the volcanic rocks in the district, the voluminous granite intrusions and the
amphibolite grade of many of the volcanic successions it is hardly surprising that many of the rocks remain enigmatic. Rod
was able to unpick the origins of some of them and has a model that recognises welded ignimbrite in the hosting successions.
23rd March Lila Landoswki, a superstar of STEMM, presented ‘Women in STEMM and the neuroscience of key challenges
women face in leadership’. Although Lila is a neuroscientist and not an Earth Scientist her talk highlighted the difficulties
women face in attaining higher levels in science and medical careers. Although the percentages of men and women in
geoscience is somewhat even at university, that commonly drops off when considering the relative proportions in higher
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level positions. Lila also raised some pertinent differences in experiences for men and women (e.g. bathroom breaks in the
field for geologists), and people of different ages or abilities, that highlighted perspectives and issues that are not always
seen or understood from the other side.
28th April John Bishop presented ‘Getting warmer: The search for geothermal resources in Tasmania’ in a joint meeting with
the local ASEG. For the ASEG this was the first talk in their series of national seminars/webinars on Energy Transition. John
described how his company KUTh commenced prospecting for geothermal energy in Tasmania. They delineated two areas:
one near Leamont and the other centred around Fingal. These areas have radioactive granites that are insulated by a blanket
of sedimentary rocks but dissected by faults that act as fluid conduits. John pointed out that it was difficult to interest people
in this type of development when there was already a lot of renewable energy in Tasmania but there may be a sweetener. Li
is becoming very sought after and there is a possibility that Li could be recovered from deep brines. This may generate
enough interest to allow the deep drilling needed to test these ideas.
15th May joint meeting with the Royal Society of Tasmania was a presentation by Tony Webster on how the geology and
therefore the landscape of Hobart influenced the way in which Hobart was developed. Tony discussed the early settlement of
the fledgling colony beside the Hobart Rivulet. The rivulet was a source of clean water and was surveyed along its length.
Somewhere safe to hold stores was important and this was Hunter Island, now underneath Hunter Street, which was only
accessible via a sandspit at low tides. Officers and officials pitched their tents on the sandstone cliffs where they could view
out to see and oversee the rest of the colony inland and closer to the rivulet. This area still houses most of the government
buildings in Hobart. Tony touched on many things during his talk including areas of industrialisation in the Wapping area and
free settlement subdivisions near Cornelian Bay. He finished his talk with a flood modelling map that follows the original path
of the rivulets that are now buried by Hobart.
Field Trips/Conference
Spring Field trip was to Maingon Blow Hole east of Remarkable Cave on the Tasman Peninsula. The group of keen members
examined the upper part of the dolerite sill. The sill displays extensive layered mineral textures as well as cross-cutting
pegmatitic veins of plagioclase and pyroxene. There were also piled up boulders and cobbles that were by consensus storm
deposits rather than tsunami deposits.
Two field trips were associated with the Geoscience Forum in December: Pieman Road excursion led by Sebastien Meffre and
looked at the West Coast stratigraphy from the Proterozoic Oonah Formation to the Cambrian Mt Read Volcanics. The
second field trip was to Venture Minerals’ core shed looking at core from skarn deposits.
SGTSG King Island Field Conference was organised for February 2022 with everything in place for a successful conference. A
rapid rise in the number of COVID19 cases in January led to the postponement of this meeting until 22-24 November 2022.
Members of the organising committee are nearly all local GSA members, including: Sebastien Meffre (chair), Nick Direen
(secretary), Alex Ferrar (Treasurer), Sheree Armistead, Grace Cumming, John Everard, Jacqui Halpin, Toby Staal.
Events
Student Night
19th of August saw University of Tasmania students emerge to ask geoscience panelists things you can’t. ‘You can’t ask that!’
was an interesting night for GSA and AIG members and their student members. The panelists were drawn from across the
geosciences and at different stages in their careers. They included Grace Cumming (Mapping geologist with MRT), Josh
Denholm (recent graduate), Lee Evans (experienced groundwater consultant), Jodi Fox (mid-career industry and research
geologist), and Clare Miller (environmental geoscientist and new lecturer to University of Tasmania). The meeting was
chaired and mainly organised by students Dan Fisher (UTAS Geology Society) and Acacia Clark (GSA).
Dinner and Award Night
28th October. AIG joined the GSA at the University staff clubs’ Alan Bray room for dinner. There was music, excellent food,
presentation of two Twelvetree Medals and a dinner speaker. The Twelvetrees Medal for 2020 was presented posthumously
to Patrick Quilty who sadly passed away in 2019. The medal was accepted by his partner Eva Meidl. The Twelvetrees Award
for 2021 was presented to and accepted by David Green who attended with his wife Helen and daughter. The dinner speech
by Barbara Frankel was an update on her sleuthing work to understand the origins of the Adare Pendant found in an
opportunity shop in Melbourne and presented to the Australian Antarctic Division. It is now in TMAG.
Virtual GESSS 2021
29th-30th November GESSS took the format of online talks from students and early career researchers around Australia over
two half days. Tasmanian GSA student presenters were well represented and included Hannah Moore, Zeb Zivkovic, Karla
Morales and Acacia Clark. The program consisted of keynotes each day, 10 minute talks as well as ‘lightening’ 3 minute
presentations. Hannah Moore won the best 10-minute presentation with her talk titled ‘High-temperature oxidation of
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pyroclasts in the proximal 1886 Tarawera basaltic deposits, New Zealand’ and Acacia Clark’s presentation entitled ‘Using
cristobalite to interpret the outgassing history of submarine silicic lava’ won the best 3-minute lightning talk on day one.
Geoscience Forum
2nd of December. The venue at the Tullah Lakeside Lodge was at maximum COVID capacity as 88 attendees enjoyed the one
day get together. AusIMM, AIG and GSA members joined with other geoscientists from across the state. Speakers presented
new work from eastern and western Tasmania, including new exploration, extensions and reassessments of some mines.
Virtual reality demonstrations and the new resources of virtual rocks and field trips were also on show. MRT presented some
of their most recent work, new initiatives and an update on the new laboratory facilities at Mornington. The dinner followed
with dinner speakers Tony Hope on his and Ross Large’s book about exploration success finishing with John Caswell’s talk
about his book on Australian Rules Football on the west coast. A successful meeting that has spurred another repeat at Tullah
in December 2022.
Other activities
Festival of Bright Ideas
UTAS/GSA students ran outreach during the 20th and 21st of August Festival of Bright Ideas (FoBI). An Earth Sciences stall
was run by Hannah Moore and Acacia Clark with help from Alex Farrar, Karla Morales and Zeb Zivkovic delighted visitors with
volcanic explosions, gemstone identification samples of fossilised wood and ferns, and Rosie the Utah Raptor.
Science in the Park
Moved by bad weather, Science in the Park at Tolosa Park in Glenorchy finally arrived on the 20th of November. Peter
McGoldrick, Phil Sansom and Madison Mulder spun the story of ‘tale of ice and fire’ (Permian fossils, dropstones and
dolerite) to family groups who signed up for short or long geology walks around the local park and nearby quarry.
A special mention Centenary Lecture
Although not a GSA event one of our members, Ralph Bottrill gave a talk to mark 100 years of the Royal Society of Tasmania’s
Northern Branch at Inveresk on the 27th of June 2021. The first talk ever presented to the northern branch of the RST was on
the 27th of June 1921 by then State Geologist Clive Loftus-Hills. In this tradition Ralph Bottrill presented the Centenary
Lecture ‘What made Tasmania’. Ralph outlined how field work of the States Geological Survey have pieced together and
forged a better understanding of Tasmania’s formation over the last 100 years. His many images of beautiful mineral
specimens and spectacular scenery had the audience including the Governor of Tasmania, HE the honourable Barbara Baker,
entranced.
Awards:
Twelvetrees Medal 2021 was presented to Patrick Quilty (posthumously). Pat Quilty had been nominated for the
Twelvetrees Medal in 2018. Pat had a long association with Tasmania. He lived here most of his adult life. He studied at the
University for his PhD, worked at the Antarctic Division in Kingston, taught at the university and worked on many fossils from
on and around Tasmania and stratigraphic equivalents in Antarctica. Unfortunately, Pat passed away before his nomination
process had been completed. It was therefore bittersweet to award him the Twelvetrees Medal for 2020 (after all the
pandemic disruptions) to recognise his contributions to Tasmanian geology.
Twelvetrees Medal 2022 was awarded to David H. Green for his long association with and contributions to the training,
research and standing of Earth Sciences in Tasmania. David was born and raised in Tasmania. Like many he was inspired as an
undergraduate at University of Tasmania by SW Carey. After obtaining his PhD in the UK, his research career focussed on
trying to understand how the deep Earth and Moon work. David was long at ANU and the Research School in Canberra and
developed labs in Tasmania for his experiments. We are delighted that David has accepted this award to add to his many
other academic awards, medals and prizes.
S.W. Carey Prize. Prize presented to the best honours thesis in Earth Science at University of Tasmania for the previous year.
For 2021 the Carey Prize has two awardees: Mika Bighin for the thesis entitled ‘Subsidence of the South Tasman Rise and the
ripple effect on paleo-oceanographic reorganisation’ and Kate Jenkins for her thesis ‘U-Pb dating of rutile and garnet by LAICP-MS analyses’
The Maxwell Banks Prize is awarded to the student who has shown greatest proficiency in second year Geology units at the
University of Tasmania. On the advice of University of Tasmania Discipline of Earth Sciences, GSA Tasmania has awarded the
2021 Maxwell Banks Prize to Ashley Morris.
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MINUTES AGM 2021,
24TH OF JUNE 2021
Opening
6:06 pm in the Main Lecture Theatre, Earth Sciences, University of Tasmania
Chairperson: Karin Orth
36 members and guests in attendance plus 12 online
Apologies
Indrani Mukherjee, Jacqui Halpin, Peter McGoldrick, Jodi Fox, Steven Forsyth, Mike Vicary, Ross Large, Shelley Greener

Previous Minutes
For the last AGM on 6th August 2020 were presented.
Moved that the minutes be accepted: Grace CummingSeconded: Andrew McNeill

Business arising from previous minutes
Nil

Current Business
1. Treasurer’s Report is appended. Audited financial returns 2020. 135k equity, including Geol Evo copies, 37k cash,
over year surplus of 372. Owed 1125 from Federal which has been paid. Last six months, AESC2021 Virtual
Conference, shared profits 50:50 with head office, with extra costs, total profit was about $74. Loss of $2,163 due to
sponsorship of SEG to King Island, subsidising student members of GSA who went on trip. Book sales for first six
months were 39 copies, expected ~3.5k from the university, which results in us essentially breaking even.
2.

Chairperson’s Report is appended. Presented by Karin Orth. Last AGM at Hadley’s in August 2020 – we had a
short year. That was the first face to face post COVID lockdown. More meetings were scheduled but we are
continually having to reschedule due to the lack of desire to have face to face with current risk. We had a number of
our own meetings, including three this calendar year. AESC2021 took a large amount of effort, and with such a small
Division, we did really well to run such a large Virtual Conference with plenty of virtual field trips! We kept
conference cost down to make it accessible. Thanks to Michael Roach and everyone from MRT who were a huge
help. Thanks to Phil Sansom for running field trips in spring and autumn. Hoping to go to Tasman Peninsula again.
Thanks to Andrew McNeill for organising the Tas Geoscience Forum – always a great exposure to Tasmania
activities. Thanks to Grace and Matt for website and social media.
Anya Reading offered thanks to all involved with AESC2021.

3.

Awards
2020 one of most difficult teaching years ever.

4. Election of Officers and Committee for 2020-2021
Twelve written nominations were received and two from the floor as follows:
Position
Chairperson
Vice-chair
Treasurer
Secretary
Committee Member
Committee Member
Committee Member
Committee Member
Committee Member
Committee Member
Membership Officer
Committee Member
Student representative

Nominee
Karin Orth
Matt Ferguson
Andrew McNeill
Grace Cumming
Peter McGoldrick
Claire Kain
Phil Sansom
Indrani Mukherjee
Jacqui Halpin
Rebecca Carey
Sharee Armistead
Sebastien Meffre
Acacia Clark

There were no objections from the assembled members.
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5. General Business
Tony Hope – Australian Mineral Discoverers book, undergoing a second print run, should be ready early August – place
the order through the Royal Society’s website. Thanks to Peter McGoldrick for review of book. Book covers
exploration successes.
Upcoming meetings:
Potential for August student night
July 22 Melinda McHenry and Mark Williams
August 19 Student night with AIG and AusIMM
September TBA
October Dinner with AIG
Spring Field Trip
November 18th – Eric Roberts (James Cook University)
Thursday 2nd December – Tasmania Geoscience Forum Tullah
6.

Next meeting
TBA

7.

Meeting closed 6:25 pm
M Ferguson
(Secretary)

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AUSTRALIA, TASMANIA DIVISION
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING AGENDA
23RD JUNE 2022

Refreshments from 5:30 pm in the Earth Sciences staff room
AGM Opening
6pm in the Main Lecture Theatre, Earth Science, University of Tasmania
Apologies
Previous Minutes
From the last AGM on 24th June 2021
Business arising from previous minutes
Correspondence
Current Business
1. Treasurer’s Report (to be distributed)
2. Chairman’s Report (to be distributed)
4. Awards –
Maxwell Banks Prize (best second year ES student)
Carey Prize
5. Election of Officers and Committee
Written nominations and nominations from the floor called for:
Chairman
Treasurer
Secretary

General Business
Invited from the floor.
AGM Close
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Committee Members

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Geological Society of Australia, Tasmania Division
2022-2023
I hereby nominate…………………………for the position of……………………………
…………………………………….
(print name)

………………………….(nominator)
(signed)

……………………………………..
(print name)

………………………….(seconder)
(signed)

…………………………. (nominee)

I accept nomination

Geological Society of Australia, Tasmania Division
2022-2023
I hereby nominate…………………………for the position of……………………………
…………………………………….
(print name)

(signed)

……………………………………..
(print name)

I accept nomination
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………………………….(nominator)
………………………….(seconder)
(signed)

…………………………. (nominee)

